
1. Unbolt the emergency brake bracket at the frame on both sides.  

2. Unbolt emergency brake bracket at the leaf springs on both sides. 

3. Unbolt ABS wire bracket at the differential and upper cross member. 

 

4. At the axle housing, bend the brakeline bracket backwards so that the line end points upwards.  

5. Unbolt the brakeline bracket at the axle housing 

6. At the frame, bend the brakeline bracket so the line end points downward. 

 

7. Support axle with an adjustable jack and disconnect shocks from axle.  

8. Unbolt the u-bolts at the leaf springs, one side at a time. 

9. Lower the axle, install the lift block in between the leaf spring and axle, with the short side 

facing the front of the vehicle. Install new u-bolts, and retighten to factory specs. 

 

10. Install brakeline bracket between the soft line mount and axle using the provided hardware at  

the bracket, while using the stock bolt at the axle. The hard brakelines will need to be bent and 

manipulated to make sure the bracket fits. Use caution when bending the hard line.  

11. Install the emergency brake bracket at the frame, with the long side facing down, and the 

notch facing the rear of the truck. Use the provided hardware with the bracket with the bolt  



facing out, and then use the factory bolt at the frame. 

12. Bolt up the new brakeline bracket at the leaf spring as pictured 

 

13. Cut zip tie guiding the ABS wire on the differential bracket, rotate the bracket vertical and then 

tighten. 

14. For the top bracket, loosen the bolt, and rotate the bracket downwards to provide more slack to 

the line coming from the differential bracket. 

 

15. Unbolt drive shaft carrier bearing bolts (one at a time), place aluminum spacer between the 

bearing and frame mount, then tighten using the provided bolts and washers. 

 

 


